CS 4001 - Term Paper References List

Turn in a list of all the references you have developed for your paper. As this paper is 12-15 pages long, a reasonable number of references is 12-15 (minimum).

The list should be formatted according to EITHER the APA guidelines OR in ACM or IEEE format, if you are already familiar with them. Do not use MLA format.

You may add additional references between now when you turn in your draft paper; the process of elaborating on your arguments often suggests other information to track down. The purpose of this step is to encourage you to develop a fairly complete set of references before you do your writing.

You may find it useful to set-up and use a reference tracking and auto-formatting system such as BibTex for LaTeX or the commercial product End-Note which adds similar support to Microsoft Word. OIT has a site license for End-Note and will provide it to students for their academic use at the following website: https://software.oit.gatech.edu/

A word of caution about on-line sources: not all web sites are authoritative. Newspapers and news magazines are fine. Wikipedia is not always authoritative and should not be used as a prime reference (it is best used to find links to authoritative sources or gather background understanding). A term paper that happens to be on-line is not authoritative and should not be used at all. MS and PhD thesis documents that have been approved by a committee of faculty are somewhat authoritative, but not as much as peer reviewed journal articles. Blogs are fine as a source of opinions but should not be used as an authoritative source of facts unless they are collaborated by external sources.

Submit: A PDF of your justifications for using each reference. For each reference, write a sentence or two that justifies why you are using it. Also specify the specific claims or arguments that each reference supports. Each justification paragraph should cite the appropriate reference using either APA or IEEE format. Be sure to include your name and working paper topic at the top of the document.

At the end of the document, each of your full references should be listed in a “References Cited” or “Bibliography” section in the appropriate format.

In addition, bring a printout of this document with you to class to share with your group.